Encouraging literacy opportunities can help promote letter knowledge and recognition. Wondering how we do that at home? Think about the many opportunities we pass daily. Consider sharing your experiences of environmental literacy around you with a picture and the hashtag #grow2gether.

Children learn through every day play and exploration in a safe and stimulating environment. Your child’s relationship with you, other family members, teachers and early childhood educators are the foundation for your child’s healthy learning and development.

Invite your child to explore an amazing activity where she/he can have fun and grow their vocabulary skills with exposure to new words and listening skills. They will develop these skills from hearing someone read to them which becomes vital to their academic success.

Have your magnetic letter match ready. Your child will pick a card and place it on a magnetic board or cookie sheet. Next, they will identify the first letter in the box and find the matching magnetic letter. Your child will then place it in the other box so they make a match with the letter on the card and the magnetic letter. Finally, your child will continue to match the other letters on the card and the magnetic letters.

Learning on the Go!

- At the grocery store? Nice! Point to anything that starts with letter “A” ex: Apple. Letter “B” ex: banana…

Share with us! We would love to see how you did this activity. Use the hashtag #grow2gether so we can find it!